
ARTSPACE GALLERY opens with “Dispersal Tactics” on Friday May 26th 7:00 to 9:30.  This  “drawing” show 
by co-curators Vaughn W. Garland and Ryan Mulligan is an effort to discover what drawing can be both as a 
verb and a noun.  Vaughn and Ryan, both M.F.A. graduates of Virginia Commonwealth University Painting and 
Printmaking Department, asked artists not normally associated with two-dimensional mediums to explore drawing 
issues in contemporary areas of practice and communication.  Brian Blomerth’s large-scale installation is an obsessive 
infatuation with unicorn–horned narwhals and wizard beards. Sayaka Suzuki uses the power of perspective to travel 
through the walls of the gallery in a train, both figuratively and literally.  Peter Baldes, professor of Digital Media for 
VCU, is cooling off the hotornot.com website with an oscillating fan, and drawing energy from computer monitors 
with solar cells, all in an effort to power a wind generated diorama.  His poetic sculptures relish glitches and “faulty 
code.”  If drawing is about movement, then Rachel Riley’s forceful flowcharts of conversations and encounters 
diagram emotional misunderstandings with a typographer’s sensibility.  If drawing is accumulated marks then Jacq 
Crowley’s giant floating clover fields stake claim over the gallery walls.  For the past two years Jack Crowley has 
covered yards in clover in an effort to discover what a weed truly is.  And finally if drawing is about history, then 
Chris Barr’s videos are haunting meditations about death and grief filled with historical references in guttural 
honesty.  In a set of 60 + videos Chris stands silently beside a tree for 17 minutes only to abruptly fall to the ground in 
a performance that references his brother’s suicide. The extreme weather conditions of Buffalo set the backdrop for a 
charged viewing experience.
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